A Quantitative study of histamine H2-receptor bockade by burimamide in isolated artica.
The onset of burimamide inhibition of histamine stimulation of rabbit atria is rapid, and a near steady-state blockade occurs at approximately 15 min ( larger than or equal to 90% complete). The blockade is reversible but requires several washings suggesting the disassociation is slow. The administration of histamine may accelerate the decay of the burimamide effect. Reciprocal plots (rate response versus histamine concentration) of dose-response curves are linear for both rabbit and guinea pig atria. In the presence of low concentrations of burimamide; (2.4 times 10-5 M), the displacement of curves suggests a competitive type of inhibition both for rabbit and guinea guinea pig atria. The apparent association constants calculated from these curves are: K1 (rabbit) 3.7 times 10-6M and K-1 (guinea pig) 6.7 times 10-6M. These results for guinea pig atria are in satisfactory agreement with the value obtained in another laboratory (2). At higher concentrations of burimamide, inhibition curves showed distinct evidence of departure from competitive character for both guinea pig and rabbit atria.